


My 1st job out of college 

Consulting



Didn’t look at the real factors of 
happiness



Didn’t look at the real factors of 
happiness

$9,000



How are housing decisions made?  



SF

AL

Pittsburgh 
Pennsylvania

How are housing decisions made?  



Small house? Big house?

How are housing decisions made?  



SF

AL

How are housing decisions made?  





How many of you…?



But have you…? 



Campaign 
started in 

1991



Wood & Neal

Remarkably successful in changing 
awareness. Went from 7% to 20%



Casagrade et al.

No change in consumption



U.S. Government and
non-profit agencies spent

$670 Million
on financial education

in 2013



* Based on a meta-analysis of 188 research studies,  The Effect of Financial Literacy 
and Financial Education on Downstream Financial Behaviors, 2014

The percent of variance in financial behaviors 
explained by content-based, financial 
education interventions*

0.1% 





On a broad basis,
calorie labels
don’t work  

2003, Carnegie Mellon University, NYU's Langore Medical Center



Knowing 
information does 
not change 
behavior



What does 
work?



Registered organ donors by 
country

Johnson and Goldstein (2003)



CONFIDENTIAL & PROPRIETARYCONFIDENTIAL & PROPRIETARY

Check this box if you don’t want to participate in the 
organ donation program

Check this box if you don’t 
want to participate



CONFIDENTIAL & PROPRIETARYCONFIDENTIAL & PROPRIETARY

Check this box if you do want 
to participate

Check this box if you want to participate in the organ 
donation program



1. The path of 
Least Resistance

24



Retirement Savings Enrollment Rates



Same opt in rates for 3% and 6%



CONFIDENTIAL & PROPRIETARYCONFIDENTIAL & PROPRIETARY

Requests for technical support

24% reduction in ‘urgent’ cases by applying path of least resistance 



What happens when there isn’t 
a path of least resistance?    



Intent-to-switch and switching rates were significantly higher in areas of Switzerland with fewer health care plans 
than in the higher choice areas over a 4-year period  Frank & Lamiraud (2000)-

Health insurance 
plan options go up



Intent-to-switch and switching rates were significantly higher in areas of Switzerland with fewer health care plans 
than in the higher choice areas over a 4-year period  Frank & Lamiraud (2000)-

Health insurance 
plan options go up

Switching goes 
down



Our environment.  

What does work?



Wong et al.

It means are 
preferences  are less 
stable than we’d like 
to admit. 



Drug Type 
Preference

Do you like apples? 



Like 
Apples

Don’t like 
Apples

Drug Type 
Preference

Do you like apples? 



On-Site Example
What would you do? 



vs.

Wansink, 
Wong et al.



vs.

Wong et al.



Making branded easier

People don’t like apples



Making generic easier

People like apples



Drug Type 
Preference

We don’t look 
like this... 

Like 
Apples

Don’t like 
Apples



More Accurate DistributionWe look like this. 

Love 
Apples

Hate 
Apples



What else can tip 
the balance?



https://www.netflix.com/watch/80163156?trackId=14751296&tctx=1,14,14e64fee-2f6b-4545-898a-5a9b89c10fe7-59754215


1. Present 
focused

44



Today
In 1 Week

Ariely

Which option would you pick?



Today
In 1 Week

Ariely

Which option would you pick?



Today
In 1 Week

In 1 
Year In 1 Year plus 1 

Week
Ariely

Which option would you pick?



Today
In 1 Week

In 1 
Year In 1 Year plus 1 

Week
Ariely

Which option would you pick?



FUTURE

NOW

Hyperbolic discounting



In people’s 
saved lists



In people’s 
saved lists

What people 
actually watch



We are two people.  



We are two people.  
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Path 
of least 
resistance

Present 
focused



The 3B 
Framework



1

Key Behaviors
Reduce Barriers
Amplify Benefits

3Bs



2 mistakes when thinking 
about Key Behaviors

Focus on the outcome



Too general

2 mistakes when thinking 
about Key Behaviors



From:  “Understand the importance of 
safe driving”

To:  “Reduce number of hard stops 
when new drivers are driving on 
highway.”



From:  “Think that The General has my 
back” 

To:  “Do 1 action to get points from our 
loyalty program within three months of 
being customer ”

“Answer phone 100% without letting go to 
voicemail”



What is your
Key Behavior ? 



Reduce Barriers. 





Make it psychologically easy 

Where do 
you stop 
pumping?

$20?
$19.78? 
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Common Cents Lab
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Results: Round Up increased 
overpayments by 35% 

Pe
rc

en
t o

f u
se

rs
 

w
ho

 c
lic

ke
d

Overpay Round Up

P = 0.044



Increase benefits. 



NowFuture

Concrete

Abstract

There are different types of benefits
We are 
typically 
acting like 
Night Guy

Selling 
these to 
Night Guy is 
not going to 
work



NowFuture

Concrete

Abstract

There are different types of benefits

Insurance, 
savings, etc 
is naturally 
here



NowFuture

Concrete

Abstract

There are different types of benefits
Facebook, 
Tasty food



NowFuture

Concrete

Abstract

There are different types of benefits

Add/amplify 
benefits to talk to 
night guy

Take good 
things



As you know from news reports, both 
terrorism and mechanical failures are 
sources of danger to travellers. 

Suppose that you are planning to fly to London next week. 
You are offered a flight insurance policy that will provide 
$100,000 worth of life insurance in case of your death due 
to [Acts of terrorism/mechanical failure].  

How much would you pay for this coverage?

Johnson et al., 1993

What cause increases value of insurance? 



$14.12 $10.31

Any act of terrorism Any non-terrorism related 
mechanical failure

Johnson et al., 1993

What cause increases value of insurance? 



NowFuture

Concrete/Salient

Abstract

Protect against 
death due to 

accident

Death due to 
natural causes

There are different types of benefits



NowFuture

Concrete/Salient (top of mind)

Abstract (out of sight/ out of mind)

Flood insurance

Kunreuther, Pauly & McMorrow, S. (2013)

There are different types of benefits



NowFuture

Concrete/Salient (top of mind)

Abstract (out of sight/ out of mind)

Flood insurance

Flood insurance

Kunreuther, Pauly & McMorrow, S. (2013)

There are different types of benefits



NowFuture

Concrete/Salient (top of mind)

Abstract (out of sight/ out of mind)

Add regret

Flood insurance

Kunreuther, Pauly & McMorrow, S. (2013)

There are different types of benefits

Flood insuranceFlood Insurance



NowFuture

Concrete

Abstract

There are different types of benefits
We want to 
be here

Here is hard



How do we solve for
Night Guy?



MAKING THE MOST OF TAX TIME

Morning guy





Key Behavior: Depositing a portion of one’s tax return into a savings account.

Sent AFTER 
tax refund was 

received

Sent BEFORE 
tax refund was 

received

OVERVIEW



EXPERIMENT

17%

27%

Average Savings Rate 
(Excluding 0s)

CONTROL EXPERIMENT

RESULTS

10% 
of people in all conditions 

choose to save





Source: Dan Ariely



Source: Dan Ariely

68%

32%



Source: Dan Ariely



Source: Dan Ariely

16%

84%



























Monthly SNAP 
Consumption
  



What do you walk farther to avoid? 



Monthly SNAP 
Consumption
  

Ideal

Actual

Most states disperse SNAP benefits 1x per month



OPPORTUNITY COST 
NEGLECT
People tend to ignore what they 
give up when they make choices. 





Users in experimental condition reach 20% 
balance almost 2 days later



…but what about big 
decisions?



How much do you want to 
save for retirement? 



$35
Hour

$70k
Annual

How much do you want to save for 
retirement? 



$35
Hour

$70k
Annual

How much do you want to save for 
retirement? 



The Structure of the 
Disbursement Matters

111COMMON CENTS LAB | Webinar | 
11-10-2016

Lessons



Even Experts 

can succumb 

to biases

 —Harry Markowitz, Nobel Laureate

I should have computed 
the historic co-variances of the 
asset classes and drawn an 
efficient frontier.  Instead….

I split my contributions 
fifty-fifty between bonds 
and equities.

I split my 
contributions 
fifty-fifty between 
bonds and equities.

 —Harry Markowitz, 
Nobel Laureate



Our 

preferences 

are not fixed

 —Harry Markowitz, Nobel Laureate

I should have computed 
the historic co-variances of the 
asset classes and drawn an 
efficient frontier.  Instead….

I split my contributions 
fifty-fifty between bonds 
and equities.

I split my 
contributions 
fifty-fifty between 
bonds and equities.

 —Harry Markowitz, 
Nobel Laureate



Appendix for Kristen



7 reasons why people don’t save
(abcdefg)
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Abstract vs Concrete
Saving is an abstract concept: 
Why do I save? When will I need 
it?

Spending is concrete: I need this 
today. I have to pay this bill now.

In one study Dan Ariely showed 
that a gold coin that merely 
represented someone’s savings 
progress was more effective than 
a 40% savings match. How can 
we make savings into a concrete 
concept?

Implication: Today is never a good day to 
start a new financial behavior. You need 
to go to work, pay your bills, buy clothes. 
How can you make savings concrete 
and something appealing for today?
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Scarcity and Bandwidth Making choices is more difficult 
when you are scarce in a 
resource. 

People who don’t have enough 
time or money often make poor 
decisions about how to allocate 
time or money in the future. We 
have tunnel vision that focuses 
us on the present moment or the 
current task at hand. 

Implication: Customers will take the 
path of least resistance. We need to 
build for a frictionless decision path. 
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For most people, setting up a 
savings account takes time, 
energy and a lot of paperwork

Choosing where to save, what to 
save for, how much, and how 
often causes choice paralysis. 

Many modern banks provide low 
incentives and charge high fees, 
making the decision even more 
complex.

Friction, Choice Overload 
We make it easy for people to 
save while cashing their check.

Implication: Our biggest success in 
America has been automatic enrollment 
with 401(k). Start thinking about 
automation vs. planning as a path to 
behavior change.
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High Distrust

There is a strong distrust of 
financial institutions:

● Low transparency of fees
● High costs for mistakes 

(overdrafting)
● Products that aren’t 

designed for income and 
expense volatility. 

Implication: Paypal has a distinct 
advantage with the low income 
population because it is not a bank. 
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1. By reframing the value proposition from “save money on a mortgage” to “earn money back 
from a mortgage," we were able to increase click-through-rates by 59 percent. 

2. The Kenya Diaries Project analyzed the inflows and outflows of 300 low-income Kenyan 
households over one year.  One of the key findings from the study was that Kenyans want 
their money to be “working” for them by using excess cash to make loans or buy land, 
rather than to increase their saving account. Kenyans perceived that saving money was 
money that was not “working” for them.  

3. We  asked 800 participants to write down specific actions they could take to improve their 
financial security in the next month. Over 90 percent of participants could list three or more 
specific actions. However, participants who self-reported to feeling less financially secure 
were more likely to list “earning” actions first (e.g. work more hours, get a second job, ask 
for a raise) as opposed to a “saving” action (e.g., cut back on an expense, put away money).

We’re attracted to earning vs. saving

Implication: Consider a benefit that plays to earning money vs saving money 
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Hyperbolic discounting (future)
The future is a different country 
that you don’t live in and future 
you is not you.

Saving and investing in the 
future requires a belief that the 
future will be better. 

Even if you have a little extra 
now, you aren’t used to having 
extra and won’t in the future, so 
spend it now.

Now Later

Which would you choose?

Implication: To get people to brush every 
morning, you cannot sell good dental 
health in old age.  You must sell the mint 
on the toothpaste. 
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There are few norms around spending and saving. 

...groups
Based on our research we find:

● People don’t estimate their 
spending accurately. 

● For most categories we believe we 
are spending LESS than the norm. 
We’re doing good. 

● Saving is not visible to others, 
spending is. 

● People lack norms around saving 
money for rainy day or long term.Implication: There is an opportunity to 

create more societal norms around 
spending and saving to help people 
re-anchor on actual behavior. 

In our social proof 
intervention, overspenders 
told what others were 
spending. (less than them!) 
They were 9x more likely to 
commit to decreasing their 
spend than people who were 
spending average amounts.



Recommendations on 
concept direction



INCREASING RETIREMENT SAVINGS



Key Behavior: Depositing between 3% and 10% of one’s salary into an RSA.
Behavioral Principles: Default, anchoring, pain of payment, loss aversion
Sample: New members opening a checking account and not currently saving for 
retirement

TEST
“A percent (3, 6 or 10%) will 
be automatically moved into 

your RSA”

CONTROL
“3% of every deposit will 

automatically be moved into 
your RSA”

OVERVIEW



35%
of Self-Help members who received the 

defaulted retirement savings account kept it 

29 people now 
have a retirement 
savings account

Saving an average 
of $4.54 per day

In the first 3 months, 
members have saved 
almost $4,000 total. 

Early RESULTS

Voiceover: 
Small numbers rt now but relatively high opt in rate for LMI retirement savings!)



IMPROVING CASH FLOW MANAGEMENT



Test Condition:
Customers fill out a check cashing slip in order to cash 
their check in the branch. Includes save options

Control Condition:
Customers cash their check in the branch as 
normal (no slip).

Key Behavior: Depositing a portion of cashed check into savings. 
Overview: Typically cashing a check does not require a slip. You just go to the teller.  However, if you want to SAVE anything 
from it, you do have to fill out a slip. This is friction! Can we add friction to cashing a check, such that it’s a fair fight. You 
need to fill out a form anyways...might as well save a little.  

OVERVIEW



With the slip, almost 10% decided to make a deposit. 

They deposited an average of $169.
If rolled out fully, LCCU could help save up to $2.1M each year. 

RESULTS



DECREASING DEBT



Key Behavior: On time payment of the QMoney loan 
Behavioral Principles: Implementation intentions, simplicity 
Sample: Members who take out a QMoney loan (payday loan alternative) 

Control Implementation intentions

OVERVIEW



Control Implementation intentions

Loan is taken out 30 day deadline 60 day deadline

Reminder: 3 days 
before deadline

Reminder: 3 days 
before deadline

Experiment:

OVERVIEW



In this early stage of data collection, we see a 1.5% increase in on time payments 
trending in the right direction

RESULTS



DECREASING EXPENSES



OVERVIEW
Key Behavior: Reducing spending on eating out 
Behavioral Principles: Social proof
Sample: Members who use FinanceWorks and member who logged onto their 
online banking system 

Control Intervention



OVERVIEW
Em

ai
l

B
an

n
er



People who were told they were overspending very badly were 9x more likely to 
say they wanted to decrease spending 

RESULTS



Those that did commit to decreasing their spending wanted to decrease it by a 
median of 60% to around $150

RESULTS



Those that were told they were over-spending very badly committed to, on 
average, 1 more cost reducing behavior

RESULTS





Your payment is $250. 

$217 is for your loan and 
$33 goes into a savings 
account you can access 

at anytime.

You’ll have $1,330 at the 
end of your loan.

Does that sound ok?

Your payment is $250. 

$217 is for your loan 
and $33 goes into a 
savings account you 

can access at anytime.

Does that sound ok?

SIMPLE DEFAULT LOSS AVERSION DEFAULT



PAIN OF PAYING
Some purchases are more 
painful than others, and people 
will try to avoid those types of 
purchases (incremental, cash, 
separated as a fee, and 
frequent). 



If these findings hold, the members with loans will have 
saved $1.5M (in the aggregate) over the term of their loan.

N=220; p=0.058



Control Loan Savings Wallet Wallet + Credit Building

Business as Usual Auto/default rounded up 
payment

Auto/default rounded up 
payment + explained that it’s 

to help build credit



Monthly SNAP 
Consumption
  



Monthly SNAP 
Consumption
  

Ideal

Actual

Most states disperse SNAP benefits 1x per month



OPPORTUNITY COST 
NEGLECT
People tend to ignore what they 
give up when they make choices. 





Users in experimental condition reach 20% 
balance almost 2 days later





Business As Usual

“I know you FEEL like talking about your finances is 
a little overwhelming. It’s perfectly normal to feel 
like that. In fact, many of the other clients I’ve 
worked with in the past FELT that way too. They 
FOUND that by working with me and following 
Navicore’s guidance, they were able to get through 
the month without relying on their credit cards. If 
we work together on this, I am confident that we 
can help you do that too.”

Control FFF Script



SOCIAL PROOF
People’s behavior is impacted 
by what their peers do.



N=1065; p=0.007

Willing to take survey 
is proxy for feelings of 
reciprocity.

Found no impact on 
likelihood to complete 
the call or likelihood to 
enroll in Debt 
Management Plan



N=1065; p=0.18

Disclosure is proxy 
for feelings of trust. 
(Marginally 
significant)



Earnup: Rounding 
Experiment
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We sent an email to EarnUp customers asking if they want to pay more 
than the min on their loan payment. We asked them in two ways - pay 
more or round up. 



Overall 12.7% choose to increase payments! 
RoundUp increased the number of people who 
overpaid by 3.8% 
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Results: Round Up Works
The $ amount that people 
increased their payment did not 
vary significantly between the 2 
conditions. 

72% of participants had never 
previously  committed to a 
recurring increase in 
overpayment.

Percent of users who clicked

Overpay Round 
Up

P = 0.044

We also controlled for payment 
size and if the person had 
previously overpaid, which had no 
impact. 



Payable: Automation 
vs Control



We sent an email to contractors (1099) asking if they want to sign up for a 
tax savings fund. We framed is as Automatic vs Automatic + features that 
give you more control of your money



Automation caused significantly more people to 
click the “I’m Interested” button. 
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Results: Automation works People gravitate towards 
automation in this case. Why? 
Taxes are hard and saving for them 
is complex. Given that, reasonable 
to believe we like automation. 

Payable would withdraw tax 
payment at the point of payment, 
likewise there is no risk of 
overdraft. Automation is less scary 
when timed with income. 

P = 0.044

12.6%

10.6%

Generally (average both 
conditions) 11% of people are 
opting into a solution to 
automatically take 30% of money 
from their paycheck. This is a nice 
vote of confidence for tax time 
saving automation. 


